Well-being, aging, and health (WBAH) are important aspects of life that affect us all. Requirements for WBAH systems have also become a topic of common interest for researchers from different disciplines. This is unsurprising given that health-related expenses often represent about 10% of a country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP), according to the World Health Organization [1]. At the same time, there is a growing number of software practitioners working on various technology-enabled solutions for WBAH systems. For example, software systems provide personalized and tailored behavioral change programs for decreasing health risk factors. Yet, many systems and services that promote health or well-being fail, in part due to requirements engineering (RE) issues.

We held the first international Requirements Engineering for Well-Being, Aging, and Health (REWBAH) workshop on August 31, 2020, in co-location with the 28th IEEE International Requirements Engineering Conference (RE’20). REWBAH aimed to foster discussions related to requirements about software systems that support healthcare, that promote well-being, that encourage patients and the population in general to live according to healthy lifestyle recommendations, and that address the specific needs of an aging population. When we discussed initiating this event at the end of 2019, we could not imagine that a pandemic would hit us and change the world, and that the workshop itself would be held in a hybrid mode a few months later in Zurich, Switzerland, but mainly online on Discord! Without a doubt, the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in many immediate and long-term issues that require special attention from the software engineering community, in particular related to the health and well-being of elderly populations.

The underlying REWBAH theme is in line with the objectives of the American Healthy People 2030 Framework on health promotion and disease prevention, with a vision for “A society in which all people can achieve their full potential for health and well-being across the lifespan” [2]. In the workshop, ten scientific and experience papers (available online [3]) were presented by requirements engineering and health researchers and practitioners from all around the globe. In parallel, and based on their own experiences and on the workshop discussions, the participants were invited to answer and prioritize many questions on a collaborative document, in order to foster ongoing discussions on REWBAH and a related research agenda. Figure 1 shows a word cloud of the participants’ answers in that document. The following insights summarize the answers to the subset of questions of particular relevance to software practitioners.

Characteristics of WBAH Applications
Well-being and health are determined by many factors beyond technological ones, including cultural, habitual, social, and personal factors. Accordingly, requirements elicitation should pay specific attention to soft requirements that are based on such factors but also on an individual’s preferences, which are necessary for promoting engagement and continuous use.
The impact of WBAH applications on health and well-being are hard to measure since such impact takes time and differs among various individuals. However, it is important to measure user’s compliance and applications’ usage for impact validation. Moreover, assessment frameworks/methods of end-user acceptance and readiness of healthcare organizations must be adapted for pursuing WBAH applications in these organizations.

Another important characteristic is that WBAH applications are always only a fraction of the solution towards well-being and health outcomes. It is important to understand how the applications support and interact with other non-technical WBAH solutions. At the same time, such applications must often integrate with traditional health information systems, leading to security, safety, and privacy concerns. In all cases however, what is measured by the application must assess convergence towards desired outcomes in a valid way.

For WBAH applications to be successful, they must use and be described in an accessible language that the end-users, lawyers, and regulators can understand. There are many examples where the language used is too clinical/technical and misunderstood. WBAH applications are at times invasive and intrusive, collecting and sharing highly sensitive information that again raise privacy, safety, and security concerns.

**Top WBAH Challenges**

To the question “What are the top challenges related to Well-Being, Aging, and Health in general?”, most of the participants agreed that concepts related to WBAH first need to be defined better as there are different perceptions regarding various domains. For example, health is usually measured more objectively than well-being, healthy behaviors are not necessarily pleasurable, and people may have different views on what “quality of life” represents. Different domains of WBAH should be further analyzed to understand commonalities and differences. This challenge can certainly benefit from merging knowledge and work from multiple disciplines and domains.

Other top challenges for WBAH systems that were identified include, in order of frequencies among the participants’ answers:

- Balancing user needs with technical limitations and costs for adapting software.
- Properly considering the high number of adjacent domains, ranging from medicine (to ensure medical validity), design (such as color use for color blindness and visual impairment), interaction (such as how elderly or disabled people interact with applications, especially with changing technological competence), and healthcare, to more specialized aspects in the social domain such as culture, addiction, inequalities, and other social factors.
- Communicating with specialized (and busy) domain experts and other stakeholders, and finding suitable trade-offs between their conflicting goals.
- Merging considerable knowledge and work from multiple disciplines related to WBAH.
- Communicating WBAH user needs and domain knowledge to software engineers.
- Considering ethical and legal aspects in this increasingly regulated domain.
- Developing multi-stakeholder platforms across boundaries of institutes and private homes as we are moving from point-of-care towards continuum-of-care systems.

**Top REWBAH Research Challenges**

There are many important research challenges, also relevant to practitioners and entrepreneurs, that were observed in the REWBAH workshop’s papers, including:

- Modeling human activities in health-related services (both in digital and physical spaces), incorporating communication, cognition, and emotional theories [4,5];
Evaluating and adopting evidence-based approaches in research and practice for well-being, especially in regards to the use of Artificial Intelligence [6,7];

Developing (Web) services and applications for the aging group and combining qualitative and quantitative methods for realizing system requirements [8,9];

Supporting systems for health-related decision and error detection [10], and health knowledge transfer [11];

Developing well-being services in the work environment [12] or for people with intellectual disabilities [13].

All these studies realized the importance of addressing various stakeholders and providing improved interactions between people and systems, particularly in points of care where empathic communication is required, in addition to considering ethics and privacy in health-related systems. This last point was actually identified as the top REWBAH research challenge in the participants’ answers.

Additional top research challenges relate to addressing the continuum of care from clinics and hospitals to homes; collaborating with well-being and health domain experts to understand their perceptions and together identify relevant problems worth investigating and solving; considering aging as a journey, in the sense of developing a more holistic view of health and well-being (young people are also aging after all); making RE for WBAH more accessible to and easier to adopt by practitioners in order to improve the likelihood of real and sustainable societal impact; and applying evaluation methods from other domains that measure well-being.

**Top REWBAH Research Opportunities**

In terms of top REWBAH research opportunities, the participants highlighted *Personalized Requirements Engineering*, akin to personalized medicine, as they recognized that “one size fits all” does not apply in WBAH from an RE perspective. This also relates to the emerging trends related to digital twins. Other top opportunities include:

- Defining RE processes more appropriate for WBAH and point out their differences from those existing for e-health in general;
- Educating for WBAH recognition;
- Developing domain-specific modeling languages;
- Adopting and adapting systems-engineering approaches in WBAH to better understand the “big picture”;
- Studying interactions between patients and medical devices and how these interactions influence well-being.

**Multidisciplinarity**

One question for the participants was related to “How can RE help handle the complexity and the multidisciplinary nature of WBAH?” Among the top answers, it was observed that RE can already help with its existing methods (elicitation, modeling, analysis, etc.), technologies, and tools, to identify relevant stakeholders (patients/users, providers, insurers, governments, etc.), capture and understand their needs and powers, and negotiate conflicting objectives. Diversity and multidisciplinarity are often seen as strengths in RE, more so than in many other academic areas that are often siloed. For example, they can help better consider transparency into the data and decisions leading to identified systems requirements and help avoid groupthink issues.

As discussed previously, there exist opportunities to better optimize current RE methods and tools to the many categories of stakeholders, needs, and constraints specific to WBAH applications.
REWBAH and COVID-19
The COVID-19 pandemic challenged the world and revealed the need for data-driven, rapid, and agile RE practices and for coping with problems stemming from social challenges such as the digital divide and the massive and specific difficulties posed to people of different ages. There are still issues on that side, as evidenced by the mitigated success of recent mobile contact-tracing applications across the world [14]. REWBAH can for example identify specific challenges of uncertainty, anxiety, and loneliness from different age perspectives, and help assess how emerging home-office/mixed-office environments influence the well-being and health of people so that new requirements for existing and new products can be elaborated. As the pandemic has accelerated the digital transformation of many large-scale organizations and institutions from different sectors, other major opportunities arise from education to critical infrastructures to justice, and importantly from our perspective, in health. The impact of this pandemic will last for years and REWBAH can help us better cope with its negative effects while enabling humanity to better prepare for the next crisis.

What is Next?
To conclude, this first Requirements Engineering for Well-Being, Aging, and Health workshop was certainly timely and has shown great potential to create an influential, multidisciplinary, and unique community that studies and extends human-centered RE for developing WBAH systems. During the COVID-19 pandemic, WBAH has also emerged as a key socially-challenging topic. We need to invest time and effort in addressing the many challenges identified above, remembering that this list is far from exhaustive. We must also pursue the opportunities identified here and future ones while developing research and practices that foster understanding of how software and technology can engage and help people in improving their well-being and health along their aging journey. Get ready for our next workshop, and stay well and healthy!
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Figure 1: Word cloud based on the answers collected on our collaborative document.